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Abstract8

A recent palette sparsification theorem of Assadi, Chen, and Khanna [SODA’19] states that9

in every n-vertex graph G with maximum degree ∆, sampling O(logn) colors per each vertex10

independently from ∆ + 1 colors almost certainly allows for proper coloring of G from the sampled11

colors. Besides being a combinatorial statement of its own independent interest, this theorem was12

shown to have various applications to design of algorithms for (∆ + 1) coloring in different models of13

computation on massive graphs such as streaming or sublinear-time algorithms.14

In this paper, we focus on palette sparsification beyond (∆ + 1) coloring, in both regimes when15

the number of available colors is much larger than (∆+1), and when it is much smaller. In particular,16

We prove that for (1 + ε)∆ coloring, sampling only Oε(
√

logn) colors per vertex is sufficient and17

necessary to obtain a proper coloring from the sampled colors – this shows a separation between18

(1 + ε)∆ and (∆ + 1) coloring in the context of palette sparsification.19

A natural family of graphs with chromatic number much smaller than (∆ + 1) are triangle-free20

graphs which are O( ∆
ln ∆ ) colorable. We prove a palette sparsification theorem tailored to these21

graphs: Sampling O(∆γ +
√

logn) colors per vertex is sufficient and necessary to obtain a proper22

Oγ( ∆
ln ∆ ) coloring of triangle-free graphs.23

We also consider the “local version” of graph coloring where every vertex v can only be colored24

from a list of colors with size proportional to the degree deg(v) of v. We show that sampling25

Oε(logn) colors per vertex is sufficient for proper coloring of any graph with high probability26

whenever each vertex is sampling from a list of (1 + ε) · deg(v) arbitrary colors, or even only27

deg(v) + 1 colors when the lists are the sets {1, . . . , deg(v) + 1}.28

Our new palette sparsification results naturally lead to a host of new and/or improved algorithms29

for vertex coloring in different models including streaming and sublinear-time algorithms.30
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6:2 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

1 Introduction46

Given a graph G(V,E), let n := |V | be the number of vertices and ∆ denote the maximum47

degree. A proper c-coloring of G is an assignment of colors to vertices from the palette of48

colors {1, . . . , c} such that adjacent vertices receive distinct colors. The minimum number49

of colors needed for proper coloring of G is referred to as the chromatic number of G and50

is denoted by χ(G). An interesting variant of graph coloring is list-coloring whereby every51

vertex v is given a set S(v) of available colors and the goal is to find a proper coloring of52

G such that the color of every v belongs to S(v). When this is possible, we say that G is53

list-colorable from the lists S.54

It is well-known that χ(G) ≤ ∆ + 1 for every graph G; the algorithmic problem of55

finding such a coloring—the (∆ + 1) coloring problem—can also be solved via a text-book56

greedy algorithm. Very recently, Assadi, Chen, and Khanna [5] proved the following palette57

sparsification theorem for the (∆ + 1) coloring problem: Suppose for every vertex v of58

a graph G, we independently sample O(logn) colors L(v) uniformly at random from the59

palette {1, . . . ,∆ + 1}; then G is almost-certainly list-colorable from the sampled lists L.60

The palette sparsification theorem of [5], besides being a purely graph-theoretic result61

of its own independent interest, also had several interesting algorithmic implications for62

the (∆ + 1) coloring problem owing to its “sparsification” nature: it is easy to see that by63

sampling only O(logn) colors per vertex, the total number of edges that can ever become64

monochromatic while coloring G from lists L is with high probability only O(n · log2 n); at65

the same time we can safely ignore all other edges of G. This theorem thus reduces the66

(∆ + 1) coloring problem, in a non-adaptive way, to a list-coloring problem on a graph with67

(potentially) much smaller number of edges.68

The aforementioned aspect of this palette sparsification is particularly appealing for the69

design of sublinear algorithms—these are algorithms which require computational resources70

that are substantially smaller than the size of their input. Indeed, one of the interesting71

applications of this theorem, proven (among other things) in [5], is a randomized algorithm72

for the (∆ + 1) coloring problem that runs in Õ(n
√
n)1 time; for sufficiently dense graphs,73

this is faster than even reading the entire input once!74

Palette sparsification in [5] was tailored to the (∆ + 1) coloring problem. Motivated by75

the ubiquity of graph coloring problems on one hand, and the wide range of applications of76

this palette sparsification result on the other hand, the following question is natural:77

What other graph coloring problems admit (similar) palette sparsification theorems?78

This is precisely the question we study in this work from both upper and lower bound fronts.79

1.1 Our Contributions80

We consider palette sparsification beyond (∆ + 1) coloring: when the number of available81

colors is much larger than ∆ + 1, when it is much smaller, and when the number of available82

colors for vertices depend on “local” parameters of the graph.83

(1 + ε)∆ Coloring. The palette sparsification theorem of [5] is shown to be tight in the84

sense that on some graphs, sampling o(logn) colors per vertex from {1, . . . ,∆ + 1}, results85

in the sampled list-coloring instance to have no proper coloring with high probability. We86

1 Here and throughout the paper, we use the notation Õ(f) := O(f · polylog(f)) to suppress log-factors.
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prove that in contrast to this, if one allows for a larger number of available colors, then87

indeed we can obtain a palette sparsification with asymptotically smaller sampled lists.88

I Result 1 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 2). For any graph G(V,E), sampling
Oε(
√

logn) colors per vertex from a set of size (1 + ε)∆ colors with high probability
allows for a proper list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.

Result 1, combined with the lower bound of [5], provides a separation between (∆ + 1)89

coloring and (1 + ε)∆ coloring in the context of palette sparsification. We also prove that90

the bound of Θ(
√

logn) sampled colors is (asymptotically) optimal in Result 1.91

To prove Result 1, we unveil a new connection between palette sparsification theorems and92

some of the classical list-coloring problems in the literature. In particular, several works in93

the past (see, e.g. [31, 20, 32] and [3, Proposition 5.5.3]) have studied the following question:94

Suppose in a list-coloring instance on a graph G, we define the c-degree of a vertex-color95

pair (v, c) as the number of neighbors of v that also contain c in their list; what conditions96

on maximum c-degrees and minimum list sizes imply that G is list-colorable from such lists?97

Palette sparsification theorems turned out to be closely related to these questions as the98

sampled lists in these results can be viewed through the lens of these list-coloring results. In99

particular, Reed and Sudakov [32] proved that in the above question if the size of each list100

is larger than the maximum c-degree by a (1 + o(1)) factor, then G is always list-colorable.101

The question here is then whether or not the lists sampled in Result 1 satisfy this condition102

with high probability. The answer turns out to be no as sampling only O(
√

logn) colors103

does not provide the proper concentration needed for this guarantee. Despite this, we show104

that one can still use [32] to prove Result 1 with a more delicate argument by applying [32]105

to carefully chosen subsets of the sampled lists.106

O( ∆
ln ∆) Coloring of Triangle-Free Graphs. Even though χ(G) in general can be ∆ + 1,107

many natural families of graphs have chromatic number (much) smaller than ∆ + 1. One108

key example is the set of triangle-free graphs which are O( ∆
ln ∆ ) colorable by a celebrated109

result of Johansson [21] (which was recently simplified and improved to (1 + o(1)) · ∆
ln ∆ by110

Molloy [24]; see also [29, 8]). We prove a palette sparsification theorem for these graphs.111

I Result 2 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 3). For any triangle-free graph G(V,E),
sampling O(∆γ +

√
logn) colors per vertex from a set of size Oγ( ∆

ln ∆ ) colors with high
probability allows for a proper list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.

Unlike Result 1 of our paper and the theorem of [5], in this result we also have a dependence112

of ∆γ on the number of sampled colors (where the exponent depends on the number of113

available colors). We prove that this dependence is also necessary (Proposition 5).114

The proof of Result 2 is also based on the aforementioned connection to list-coloring115

problems based on c-degrees. However, unlike the case for Result 1, here we are not aware of116

any such list-coloring result that allows us to infer Result 2. As such, a key part of the proof117

of Result 2 is exactly to establish such a result. Our proof for the corresponding list-coloring118

problem is by the probabilistic method and in particular a version of the so-called “Rödl119

Nibble” or the “semi-random method”; see, e.g. [33, 26]. Similar to previous work on coloring120

triangle-free graphs, the main challenge here is to establish the desired concentration bounds.121

We do this following the approach of Pettie and Su [29] in their distributed algorithm for122

coloring triangle-free graphs.123

We shall note that our proofs of Results 1 and 2 are almost entirely disjoint from the124

techniques in [5] and instead build on classical work on list-coloring problems in graph theory.125

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



6:4 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

Coloring with Local Lists Size. Finally, we consider a coloring problem with “local” list126

sizes where the number of available colors for vertices depends on a local parameter, namely127

their degree as opposed to a global parameter such as maximum degree.128

I Result 3 (Informal – Formalized in Theorem 9). For any graph G(V,E), sampling
Oε(logn) colors for each vertex v with degree deg(v) from a set S(v) of (1 + ε) · deg(v)
arbitrary colors or only deg(v) + 1 colors when the lists are the sets {1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1},
allows for a proper coloring of G from the sampled colors.

Coloring problems with local lists size have been studied before in both the graph theory129

literature, e.g. in [14, 11] for coloring triangle-free graphs (and as pointed out by [14], the130

general idea goes all the way back to the notion of degree-choosability in one of the original131

list-coloring papers [16]), and theoretical computer science, e.g. in [13].132

To be more precise, the first part of Result 3 refers to the standard (1 + ε) deg list-133

coloring problem and the second part corresponds to the so-called (deg +1) coloring problem134

introduced first (to our knowledge) in the recent work of Chang, Li, and Pettie [13] (see135

also [4] for an application of this problem). We remark that the (deg +1) coloring problem136

is a generalization of the (∆ + 1) coloring problem and hence our Result 3 generalizes that137

of [5] (although we build on many of the ideas and tools developed in [5] for ∆ + 1 coloring).138

Our proof of Result 3 takes a different route than Results 1 and 2 that were based on139

list-coloring and instead we follow the approach of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring. A fundamental140

challenge here is that the graph decomposition for partitioning vertices into sparse and dense141

parts that played a key role in [5] is no longer applicable to the (deg +1) coloring problem.142

We address this by “relaxing” the requirements of the decomposition and develop a new143

one that despite being somewhat “weaker” than the ones for (∆ + 1) coloring in [18, 13, 5]144

(themselves based on [30]), takes into account the disparity between degrees of vertices in145

the (deg +1) coloring problem. Similar to [5], we then handle “sparse”2 and dense vertices of146

this decomposition separately but unlike [5], here the main part of the argument is to handle147

these “sparse” vertices and the result for the dense part follows more or less directly from [5].148

We conclude this section by noting that our proof for (1 + ε) deg-list coloring problem149

also immediately gives a palette sparsification result for obtaining a (1 + ε)κ-list coloring150

with sampling Oε(logn) colors, where κ is the degeneracy of the graph. This problem was151

studied very recently in the context of sublinear or “space conscious” algorithms by Bera,152

Chakrabarti, and Ghosh [7] who also proved, among other interesting results, that (κ+ 1)153

coloring cannot be achieved via palette sparsification—our result thus complements their154

lower bound. We postpone the details of this result to the full version of the paper.155

1.2 Implication to Sublinear Algorithms for Graph Coloring156

As stated earlier, one motivation in studying palette sparsification is in its application157

to design of sublinear algorithms. As was shown in [5], these theorems imply sublinear158

algorithms in various models in “almost” a black-box way (see Section 5 for details). For159

concreteness, in this paper, we stick to their application to the two canonical examples of160

streaming and sublinear-time algorithms. We only note in passing that exactly as in [5], our161

results also imply new algorithms in models such as massively parallel computation (MPC)162

2 Technically speaking, this decomposition allows for vertices that are neither sparse nor dense and are
key to extending the decomposition from (∆ + 1) coloring to (deg +1) coloring.
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Problem Graph Family Streaming Sublinear-Time Source

(∆ + 1) Coloring General O(n log2 n) space Õ(n3/2) time [5]

(1 + ε)κ Coloring κ-Degenerate O(n logn) space Õ(n3/2) time [7]

Oγ( ∆
ln ∆ ) Coloring Triangle-Free O(n ·∆γ) space O(n3/2+γ) time our work

(1 + ε) deg List-Coloring General O(n · log2 n) space Õ(n3/2) time our work

(deg +1) Coloring General O(n · log2 n) space Õ(n3/2) time our work

Table 1 A sample of our sublinear algorithms as corollaries of Results 1, 2, and 3, and the
previous work in [5] and [7] (for brevity, we assume ε, γ are constants). All streaming algorithms
here are single-pass and all sublinear-time algorithms except for (1 + ε)κ coloring are non-adaptive.

or distributed/linear sketching; see also [12, 7] for more recent results on graph coloring163

problems in these and related models.164

Our results in this part appear in Section 5. Table 1 presents a summary of our sublinear165

algorithms and the directly related previous work (even though our Result 1 implies a166

separation between (∆ + 1) and (1 + ε)∆ coloring, the resulting sublinear algorithms from167

Result 1 are subsumed by the previous work in [7] and hence are omitted from Table 1).168

Sublinear Algorithms from Graph Partitioning. Motivated by our results on sublinear169

algorithms for triangle-free graphs, we also consider sublinear algorithms for coloring other170

“locally sparse” graphs such as Kr-free graphs, locally r-colorable graphs, and graphs with171

sparse neighborhood. We give several results for these problems through a general algorithm172

based on the graph partitioning technique (see, e.g. [12, 27, 28, 7]). Our results in this part173

are presented in Appendix B.174

2 Preliminaries175

Notation. For any integer t ≥ 1, we define [t] := {1, . . . , t}. For a graph G(V,E), we use176

V (G) := V and E(G) := E to denote the vertex-set and edge-set respectively. For a vertex177

v ∈ V , NG(v) denotes the neighborhood of v in G and degG(v) := |NG(v)| denotes the178

degree of v (when clear from the context, we may drop the subscript G). For a vertex-set179

U ⊆ V , G[U ] denotes the induced subgraph of G on U . When there are lists of colors S(v)180

given to vertices v, we use the term c-degree of v to mean the number of neighbors u of v181

of with color c in their list S(u) and denote this by degS(v, c). We use the term “with high182

probability” (w.h.p.) for an event to mean that the probability of this event happening is at183

least 1− 1/nc where c is a sufficiently large constant.184

List-Coloring with Constraints on Color-Degrees We use the following result of Reed and185

Sudakov [32] on list-coloring of graphs with constraints on c-degrees of vertices.186

I Proposition 1 ([32]). For every ε > 0 there exists a d0 := d0(ε) such that for all d ≥ d0187

the following is true. Suppose G(V,E) is a graph with lists S(v) for every v ∈ V such that:188

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



6:6 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

1. for every vertex v, |S(v)| ≥ (1 + ε) · d, and189

2. for every vertex v and color c ∈ S(v), degS(v, c) ≤ d (recall that degS(v, c) denotes the190

c-degree of v which is the number of neighbors u of v with color c ∈ S(u)).191

Then, there exists a proper coloring of G from these lists.192

A weaker version of this result obtained by replacing (1 + ε) above with some absolute193

constant appeared earlier in [31] (see also [3, Proposition 5.5.3] and [20]).194

3 Two New Palette Sparsification Theorems195

We present our new palette sparsification theorems in Result 1 and Result 2 in this section.196

We postpone the proof of the optimality of Result 1 (the lower bound on sampled-list sizes)197

to the full version of the paper as it is a basic argument. Instead we give the more interesting198

proof of the optimality of Result 2 in almost full details in this section.199

3.1 Palette Sparsification for (1 + ε)∆ Coloring200

We start with our improved palette sparsification theorem for (1 + ε)∆ coloring.201

I Theorem 2. For every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists an integer n(ε) ≥ 1 such that the following202

is true. Let G(V,E) be any graph with n ≥ n(ε) vertices and maximum degree ∆, and define203

C := C(ε) = (1 + ε) ·∆. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V , we independently sample a set L(v)204

of colors of size ` :=
(
10
√

logn/ε1.5) uniformly at random from colors {1, . . . , C}. Then,205

with high probability, there exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for every v ∈ V .206

We shall note that in contrast to Theorem 2, it was shown in [5] that for the more207

stringent problem of (∆ + 1) coloring, sampling Ω(logn) colors per vertex is necessary. As208

such, Theorem 2 presents a separation between these two problems in palette sparsification.209

Proof of Theorem 2210

The proof of this theorem is by showing that the lists sampled for vertices can be adjusted so211

that they satisfy the requirement of Proposition 1; we then apply this proposition to obtain212

a list-coloring of G from the sampled lists.213

Recall that degL(v, c) is the c-degree of vertex v in lists L. For every c ∈ L(v),214

E [degL(v, c)] :=
∑

u∈N(v)

P (u samples c in L(u)) ≤ ∆ · `
C

= `

1 + ε
. (1)215

216

Now if degL(v, c) was concentrated enough so that maxv,c degL(v, c) = (1 − Θ(ε)) · `,217

we would have been done already: by Proposition 1, there is always a proper coloring of218

G from such lists (take the parameter d to be maxv,c degL(v, c) and so size of each list is219

(1 + Θ(ε))d). Unfortunately however, it is easy to see that as ` = Θ(
√

logn) in general no220

such concentration is guaranteed.221

We fix the issue above by showing existence of a subset L̂(v) of each list L(v) such222

that these new lists can indeed be used in Proposition 1. The argument is intuitively223

as follows: the probability that degL(v, c) deviates significantly from its expectation is224

2−Θ(`) = 2−Θ(
√

logn) by a simple Chernoff bound. Moreover, the probability that Ω(
√

logn)225

colors in L(v) all deviate from their expectation can be bounded by
(

2−Θ(
√

logn)
)Ω(
√

logn)
226

(ignoring dependency issues for the moment). This probability is now n−Θ(1), enough for us227
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to take a union bound over all vertices. As such, by removing some fraction of the colors from228

the list of each vertex, we can satisfy the c-degree requirements for applying Proposition 1229

and conclude the proof. We now formalize this.230

We say that a color c ∈ L(v) is bad for v iff degL(v, c) > (1 + ε/2) · E [degL(v, c)]. As the231

choice of color c for each vertex u ∈ N(v) is independent, by Eq (1) and Chernoff bound232

(Proposition 24),233

P
(

degL(v, c) > (1 + ε/2) · E [degL(v, c)]
)
≤ exp

(
− ε

2

12 ·
`

1 + ε

)
. (2)234

235

Define bad(v) as the number of colors c in L(v) that are bad for vertex v. We note that236

by the sampling process in Theorem 2, conditioning on some colors being bad for v can only237

reduce the chance of the remaining colors being bad for v. As such, by Eq (2),238

P
(
bad(v) ≥ ε/4 · `

)
≤
(

`

ε/4 · `

)
· exp

(
− ε

2

12 ·
`

1 + ε

)ε·`/4
239

≤ 2` · exp
(
− ε

3

72 · `
2
)
≤ exp (−20 logn) .

(by the choice of ` = 10
√

logn/ε1.5 and as ε < 1/2 is sufficiently smaller than n)

240

241

By a union bound over all n vertices, with high probability, for every vertex v, bad(v) ≤242

ε · `/4. We let L̂(v) to be a subset of L(v) obtained by removing all bad colors from L(v).243

For any c ∈ L̂(v):244

deg
L̂

(v, c) ≤ degL(v, c) ≤ (1 + ε/2) · `

1 + ε
≤ (1− ε/3) · `. (for ε < 1/2)245

246

On the other hand, as bad(v) ≤ ε·`/4, we have
∣∣∣L̂(v)

∣∣∣ ≥ (1−ε/4)·`. As such, by Proposition 1247

(as ε is a constant with respect to `), we can list-color G from lists L̂ and consequently also248

L, finalizing the proof. J249

3.2 Palette Sparsification for Triangle-Free Graphs250

We now prove a palette sparsification theorem for triangle-free graphs.251

I Theorem 3. Let G(V,E) be any n-vertex triangle-free graph with maximum degree ∆. Let252

γ ∈ (0, 1) be a parameter and define C := C(γ) =
(

9∆
γ·ln ∆

)
. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V ,253

we independently sample a set L(v) of size b · (∆γ +
√

logn) uniformly at random from colors254

{1, . . . , C} for an appropriate absolute positive constant b. Then, with high probability there255

exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for every vertex v ∈ V .256

It is known that there are triangle-free graphs with chromatic number Ω( ∆
ln ∆ ) [10] (In fact257

this bound holds even for graphs with arbitrarily large girth not only girth > 3). Theorem 3258

then shows that one can match the chromatic number of these graphs asymptotically by259

sampling a small number of colors per vertex (almost as small as O(∆o(1) +
√

logn)).260

Proof of Theorem 3261

As we already saw in the proof of Theorem 2, looking at the sampled lists L(v) of vertices262

as a list-coloring problem with constraints on c-degrees can be quite helpful in proving the263

corresponding palette sparsification result. We take the same approach in proving Theorem 3264

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



6:8 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

as well. However, unlike for (1 + ε)∆ coloring, to the best of our knowledge, no such265

list-coloring results (with constraints on c-degrees instead of maximum degree) are known266

for coloring triangle-free graphs. Our main task here is then exactly to prove such a result267

formalized as follows.268

I Proposition 4. There exists an absolute constant d0 such that for all d ≥ d0 the following269

holds. Suppose G(V,E) is a triangle-free graph with lists S(v) for every v ∈ V such that:270

1. for every vertex v, |S(v)| ≥ 8 · d
ln d , and271

2. for every vertex v and color c ∈ S(v), degS(v, c) ≤ d.272

Then, there exists a proper coloring of G from these lists.273

We give the proof of Theorem 3 assuming Proposition 4 here. The proof of Proposition 4274

itself is technical and detailed and thus even though interesting on its own, we opted to275

postpone it to the full version to preserve the flow of the paper here.276

Proof of Theorem 3. We prove this theorem with the weaker bound of O(∆γ + logn) (as277

opposed to O(∆γ+
√

logn)) for the number of sampled colors. The extension to the improved278

bound with O(
√

logn) dependence is exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2 and is thus omitted.279

Let ` := (∆γ + 100 lnn) and suppose each vertex samples ` colors from {1, . . . , C} for280

C := C(γ) =
(

9∆
γ·ln ∆

)
. Let p := `/C which is equal to the probability that any vertex v281

samples a particular color in L(v). We have,282

E [degL(v, c)] =
∑

u∈N(v)

P (u samples c in L(u)) ≤ p ·∆.283

284

Note that as p · ∆ ≥ p · C = ` ≥ 100 lnn, a simple application of Chernoff bound plus285

union bound ensures that, for every vertex v and color c, degL(v, c) ≤ (1.1) · p∆ with high286

probability. In the following, we condition on this event.287

Let d := (1.1) ·p∆. By the above conditioning, c-degree of every vertex v ∈ V is at most d.288

In order to apply Proposition 4 to graph G with lists L, we only need to prove that ` ≥ 8d
ln d .289

We prove that in fact ` · ln ` ≥ 8d which implies the desired bound as ` = p · C ≤ p ·∆ ≤ d.290

We have,291

` · ln ` ≥ (p · C) · ln (∆γ) = p ·
(

9∆
γ · ln ∆

)
· γ · ln ∆ = 9 · p∆ > 8d.

(as ∆γ < ` = p · C and by the choice of C)

292

293

The proof now follows from applying Proposition 4 to lists L. J294

Asymptotic Optimality of the Bounds in Theorem 3295

We now prove the optimality of Theorem 3 up to constant factors.296

I Proposition 5. There exists a distribution on n-vertex graphs with maximum degree297

∆ = Θ(n1/3) such that for every γ < 1/16 and C := C(γ) = ∆
16γ·ln ∆ the following is true.298

Suppose we sample a graph G(V,E) from this distribution and then for each vertex v ∈ V ,299

we independently pick a set L(v) of colors with size ∆γ uniformly at random from colors300

{1, . . . , C}; then, with high probability there exists no proper coloring of G wherein the color301

of every vertex v ∈ V sis chosen from L(v).302

Let Gn,p denote the Erdős-Rényi distribution of random graphs on n vertices in which303

each edge is chosen independently with probability p. Define the following distribution G−K3
n,p304
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on triangle-free graphs: Sample a graph G from Gn,p, then remove every edge that was part305

of a triangle originally. Clearly, the graphs output by G−K3
n,p are triangle-free. Throughout306

this section, we take p = Θ(n−2/3) (the choice of the constant will be determined later).307

We prove Proposition 5 by considering the distribution G−K3
n,p . However, we first present308

some basic properties of distribution Gn,p needed for our purpose. The proofs are simple309

exercises in random graph theory and can be found in the full version of the paper. In310

the following, let t(G) denote the number of triangles in G and α(G) denote the maximum311

independent set size, and recall that ∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of G.312

I Lemma 6. For G ∼ Gn,p, E [t(G)] ≤ (np)3, and t(G) ≤ (1 + o(1))E [t(G)] w.h.p.313

I Lemma 7. For G ∼ Gn,p, E [α(G)] ≤ 3·ln (np)
p , and α(G) ≤ 3·ln (np)

p w.h.p.314

I Lemma 8. For G ∼ Gn,p, ∆(G) ≤ 2np w.h.p.315

Proof of Proposition 5. Let p := 1
3 · (n)−2/3 for this proof and consider the distribution316

G−K3
n,p . Moreover, let L denote the distribution of lists of colors sampled for vertices. By317

Lemma 8, the maximum degree of G ∼ Gn,p and consequently G ∼ G−K3
n,p is at most ∆̃ := 2np318

with high probability. Throughout the following argument, we condition on this event. This319

can only change the probability calculations by a negligible factor (that we ignore for the320

simplicity of exposition). This way, the number of colors sampled in L can be assumed to be321

at most C := ∆̃
16γ·ln ∆̃

. We further use q := ∆̃γ/C to denote the probability that a color c is322

sampled in list L(v) of a vertex v.323

For a graph G(V,E) ∼ G−K3
n,p and lists L ∼ L, let V1, . . . , VC be a collection of subsets of324

V (not necessarily disjoint) where for every c ∈ [C], Vc denotes the vertices v that sampled325

the color c in their list L(v). As each color is sampled with probability q by a vertex, and326

the choices are independent across vertices, a simple application of Chernoff bound ensures327

that with high probability, |Vc| ≤ 2q · n for all c. We also condition on this event in the328

following (and similarly as before ignore the negligible contribution of this conditioning to329

the probability calculations below).330

Let δ denote the probability of “error” i.e., the event that the sampled colors do not lead331

to a proper coloring of the graph. An averaging argument implies that there exists a fixed332

set of lists L ∼ L such that for G sampled from G−K3
n,p , the error probability of L on G is at333

most δ. Fix such a choice of L in the following. We will show that δ = 1− o(1).334

Recall that G ∼ G−K3
n,p is chosen independent of the lists L (by definition of palette335

sparsification). For any graph G, define:336

µL(G) := max(U1,...,UC)
∑C
c=1 |Uc| where all Uc’s are disjoint, each Uc ⊆ Vc, and G[Uc] is337

an independent set.338

As we have fixed the choice of the lists L, the function µL(·) is fixed at this point and its339

value only depends on G. A necessary condition for G to be colorable from the lists L is that340

µL(G) = n. This is because (i) any proper coloring of G from lists L necessarily induces an341

independent set inside each Vc; (ii) these independent sets are disjoint and hence we can342

take them as a feasible solution (U1, . . . , UC) to µL(G); (iii) these independent sets cover all343

vertices of G. Our task is now to bound the probability that µ(G) = n to lower bound δ.344

Firstly, we can switch from the distribution G−K3
n,p to Gn,p using the following equation345

(recall that t(G) denotes the number of triangles):346

E
G∼G−K3

n,p

[µL(G)] ≤ E
H∼Gn,p

[µL(H) + 3 · t(H)] . (3)347

348
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6:10 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

This is because any graph G ∼ G−K3
n,p is obtained by removing edges of every triangle in a349

graph H ∼ Gn,p and removing these edges can only increase the total size of a collection of350

disjoint independent sets (namely, the value of µL) by the number of vertices in the triangles351

(in fact, by at most two vertices from each triangle). We can upper bound the second-term352

in Eq (3) using Lemma 6. We now bound the first term. In the following, let nc := |Vc| for353

c ∈ [C]. We have,354

E
H∼Gn,p

[µL(H)] ≤ E
H∼Gn,p

[
C∑
c=1

α(H[Vc])
]
,

(by removing the disjointness condition between sets Uc’s we can only increase value of µL(H))

355

=
C∑
c=1

E
Hc∼Gnc,p

[α(Hc)]

(by linearity of expectation and as for every c ∈ [C], H[Vc] is sampled from Gnc,p)

356

≤
C∑
c=1

3 · ln (ncp)
p

(by Lemma 7)357

≤ C · 3 · ln (2qn · p)
p

(as we conditioned on nc ≤ 2q · n)358

= ∆̃
16γ · ln ∆̃

· 3 · ln (q · ∆̃)
(∆̃/2n)

(by definitions of C and ∆̃)359

= 6n
16 ·

ln (q · ∆̃)
ln (∆̃γ)

(by a simple re-arranging of terms)360

<
6n
8 . (as ln

(
q · ∆̃

)
= ln

(
∆̃γ · 16γ · ln ∆̃

)
< 2 ln

(
∆̃γ
)
)361

362

Plugging this in Eq (3) together with Lemma 6 to bound the second term, implies that:363

E
G∼G−K3

n,p

[µL(G)] ≤ 6n
8 + 3 · (n

1/3

3 )3 <
7n
8 .364

365

Finally, by Lemmas 6 and 7, µL(G) < n w.h.p. This implies that δ = 1− o(1) as needed. J366

4 A Local Version of Palette Sparsification367

We now give a “local version” (see, e.g. [14, 11]) of the palette sparsification theorem.368

I Theorem 9. Let G(V,E) be any n-vertex graph and assume each vertex v ∈ V is given a369

list S(v) of colors. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V , we independently sample a set L(v) of370

colors of size ` uniformly at random from colors in S(v). Then,371

1. if S(v) is any arbitrary set of (1 + ε) · deg(v) colors and ` = Θ(ε−1 · logn) for ε > 0,372

2. or if S(v) = {1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1} and ` = Θ(logn),373

then, with high probability, there exists a proper coloring of G from lists L(v) for v ∈ V .374

The main part of the proof of Theorem 9 is Part 2 as the proof of the first part follows375

almost directly from this proof. However, we start with a standalone proof of Part 1 for376

intuition and then sketch the proof of Part 2, which involves the bulk of our effort.377

Proof of Theorem 9 – Part 1. Fix any ε > 0 and suppose we sample ` := 10
ε · lnn colors378

L(v) from S(v) for every vertex v ∈ V . Consider the following process:379
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1. Iterate over vertices v in an arbitrary order and for each vertex v, let N<(v) denote
the neighbors of v that appear before v in this ordering.

2. For each vertex v, if there exists a color c(v) in L(v) that is not used to color any
vertex u ∈ N<(v), color v with c(v). Otherwise abort.

380

We argue that this procedure will terminate with high probability without having to abort.381

This ensures that G is colorable from sampled lists L, thus proving Part 1 of Theorem 9.382

P (abort) ≤
∑
v

P
(
L(v) is a subset of colors chosen for N<(v)

)
(by union bound)383

≤
∑
v

(
|N<(v)|
|S(v)|

)`
≤ n ·

(
deg(v)

(1 + ε) · deg(v)

)`
≤ n · (1− ε/2)`

(by the sampling without replacement procedure of Theorem 9)

384

≤ n · exp
(
−ε2 ·

10
ε
· lnn

)
= n−4. (by the choice of `)385

386

This concludes the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 9. J387

Proof Sketch of Theorem 9 – Part 2. In order to prove the second part of Theorem 9,388

we follow the approach of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring problem. The key difference is that the389

graph decomposition of the graph into sparse and dense parts that played a key role in [5]390

is no longer applicable to (deg +1) coloring. In the following, we first give a new graph391

decomposition tailored to (deg +1) coloring and states its main properties as well as its392

differences with similar decompositions for (∆ + 1) coloring in [18, 13, 5] (themselves based393

on [30]). The next step is then to show that this decomposition, even though “weaker” than394

the one for (∆ + 1) coloring, still has enough structure to carry out the proof for (deg +1)395

coloring along the lines of the one for (∆ + 1) coloring in [5] with the main difference being396

on how we handle the “sparse” vertices.397

A Graph Decomposition for (deg +1) Coloring. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be a parameter. We define398

the following structures for any graph G(V,E).399

I Definition 10. We say that an induced subgraph K of G is an ε-almost-clique iff:400

1. For every v ∈ K, degG(v) ≥ (1− 8ε) ·∆(K) where we define ∆(K) := maxv∈K degG(v);401

2. (1− ε) ·∆(K) ≤ |V (K)| ≤ (1 + 8ε) ·∆(K);402

3. Any vertex v ∈ K has at most 8ε ·∆(K) non-neighbors (in G) inside K;403

4. Any vertex v ∈ K has at most 9ε ·∆(K) neighbors (in G) outside K.404

Definition 10 can be seen as a natural analogue of (∆, ε)-almost-cliques defined in [5].405

The main difference is that instead of having dependence on the global parameter ∆ in a406

(∆, ε)-almost-clique of [5], our ε-almost-cliques only depend on ∆(K) which is a (1 + Θ(ε))-407

approximation of the degree of every vertex in K (thus can be much smaller than ∆).408

I Definition 11. We say a vertex v ∈ G is ε-sparse iff there are at least ε2 ·
(deg(v)

2
)

409

non-edges in the neighborhood of v.410

Again, Definition 11 is a natural analogue of sparse vertices in [5, 18, 13] by replacing411

the dependence on ∆ with deg(v) instead.412
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6:12 Palette Sparsification Beyond (∆ + 1) Vertex Coloring

I Definition 12. We say a vertex v ∈ G is ε-uneven iff for at least ε · deg(v) neighbors u413

of v, we have deg(v) < (1− ε) · deg(u).414

Roughly speaking, a vertex v is considered uneven if it has a “sufficiently large” number415

of neighbors with “sufficiently larger” degree than v. Definition 12 is tailored specifically to416

(deg +1) coloring problem and does not have an analogue in [5, 18, 13] for (∆ + 1) coloring.417

We prove the following decomposition result using the definitions above.418

I Lemma 13 (Graph Decomposition for (deg +1) Coloring). For any sufficiently small ε > 0,419

any graph G(V,E) can be partitioned into V := V uneven t V sparse tK1 t . . . tKk such that:420

1. For every i ∈ [k], the induced subgraph G[Ki] is an ε-almost-clique;421

2. Every vertex in V sparse is (ε/2)-sparse;422

3. Every vertex in V uneven is (ε/4)-uneven.423

The key difference of Lemma 13 with prior decompositions for (∆+1) coloring in [30, 5, 18,424

13] is the introduction of V uneven that captures vertices with “sufficiently large” higher degree425

neighbors. Allowing for such vertices is (seemingly) crucial for this type of decomposition426

that depends on the local degrees of vertices as opposed to maximum degree3. We postpone427

the proof of this lemma to the full version of the paper.428

Coloring the Graph Using the Decomposition. For the rest of the proof, fix a decompo-429

sition of the graph G(V,E) with some sufficiently small absolute constant ε > 0 (taking430

ε = 10−4 would certainly suffice). In the following, we show that we can handle both431

V uneven and V sparse vertices first, and then color the almost-cliques using a result of [5] almost432

in a black-box way. As such, the main difference between our work and [5] (beside the433

decomposition) is in the treatment of vertices in V uneven ∪ V sparse.434

As in [5], the proof consists of two parts. We first show that V uneven ∪ V sparse can be435

colored from the sampled lists, and then show how to color each almost-clique given any436

arbitrary coloring of vertices outside the almost-clique. Before we move on, we make an437

assumption (without loss of generality) that is used in our concentration bounds.438

I Assumption 1. We may and will assume that degree of every vertex is at least Dmin :=439

α · ε10 · logn for some sufficiently large absolute constant α > 0. This is without loss of440

generality as by sampling Θ(logn) colors, any vertex with lower degree will have L(v) = S(v)441

and hence we can greedily color these vertices after finding a coloring of the rest of the graph.442

Step one. The main part of the argument is the following lemma.443

I Lemma 14. Suppose for every vertex v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven, we sample a set L(v) of444

Θ(ε−6 · logn) colors independently and uniformly at random from S(v) := {1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1}.445

Then, with high probability, the induced subgraph G[V sparse ∪ V uneven] can be properly colored446

from the sampled lists.447

We construct the coloring of Lemma 14 in two steps. The first step is to create “excess”448

colors on vertices, reducing the problem essentially to (1 + ε) deg coloring, and then using449

the simple argument for the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 9) to finalize this case as well. One450

important bit is that the first step of this argument should be done simultaneously for both451

V uneven and V sparse. We now sketch some the key ideas of the proof.452

3 For instance, consider a vertex of degree d that is incident to d vertices of a 2d-clique. Such a vertex is
neither sparse (its neighborhood is a clique), nor belongs to an almost-clique for small ε < 1.
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For the proof of Lemma 14, we need to partition vertices in V sparse and V uneven further in453

order to be able to handle the disparity in degree of vertices. As such, we define:454

ψ := ε2/32: a parameter used throughout the definitions in this part for ease of notation.455

V small: Let Small(v) := {u ∈ N(V ) : deg(u) < dsmall(v)} where dsmall(v) := ψ · deg(v).456

We define V small ⊆ V sparse ∪ V uneven as all vertices v with |Small(v)| ≥ 2dsmall(v).457

V large: Let Large(v) := {u ∈ N(v) : deg(u) > dlarge(v)} where dlarge(v) := 2 deg(v).458

We define V large ⊆ V sparse ∪ V uneven as all vertices v with |Large(v)| ≥ ψ · deg(v).4459

As stated earlier, the goal of our first step is to construct excess colors for vertices. As460

it will become evident shortly, vertices in V small actually do not need require having excess461

colors to begin with (roughly speaking, after coloring their very “low degree” neighbors in462

Small(v), we are anyway left with many excess colors). Hence, we ignore these vertices in463

the first step altogether and handle them directly in the second one. Another important464

remark about the first step is that even though its goal is to color only V sparse ∪ V uneven
465

(minus V small), we assume all vertices of the graph (including almost-cliques) participate466

in its coloring procedure. This is only to simplify the math and after this step we simply467

uncolor all vertices that are not in V sparse ∪ V uneven.468

Creating Excess Colors. We start with the following coloring procedure as our first step:469

FirstStepColoring: A procedure for finding a (partial) coloring of G[V sparse ∪ V uneven].
1. Iterate over vertices of V in an arbitrary order.
2. For every vertex v, activiate v w.p. pactive := ψ/16 (= Θ(ε2)).
3. For every activated vertex v, pick a color c1(v) uniformly at random from L(v) and if

c(v) is not used to color any neighbor of v so far, color v with c1(v).
470

We shall note right away that distribution of c1(v) for every vertex v in FirstStepColoring471

is simply uniform over S(v). For any vertex v ∈ V , let S1(v) denote the list of available472

colors S(v) after removing the colors assigned to neighbors of v in this procedure. Similarly,473

let deg1(v) denote the degree of v after removing the colored neighbors of v. We show that474

S1(v) is “sufficiently larger” than deg1(v) for all vertices in V sparse∪V uneven \V small. Formally,475

476

I Lemma 15. There exists an absolute constant α ∈ (0, 1) such that with high probability,477

for every v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven \ V small, we have |S1(v)| ≥ deg1(v) + α · ε6 · deg(v).478

The proof of of this lemma is given in three parts, each for coloring one of the sets V uneven,479

V large and V sparse \ (V small ∪ V large) separately. The first two have an almost identical proof480

and are based on a novel argument – the third part uses a different argument which on a481

high level is similar to the approach of [5] (and [15, 18, 13], all rooted in an earlier work482

of [25]) for coloring sparse vertices (according to a global definition of sparse based on ∆),483

although several new challenges has to be addressed there as well.484

I Lemma 16. W.h.p. for all v ∈ V uneven: |S1(v)| ≥ deg1(v) + α · ε4 · deg(v).485

4 We remark that the change in the place where ψ used in the two definitions above is intentional and
not a typo.
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Proof. Let θ := (ε/4) and recall that all vertices in V uneven are θ-uneven by Lemma 13. Fix486

a vertex v in V uneven and let U(v) be the neighbors u of v where deg(v) < (1− θ) ·deg(u). As487

v is θ-uneven |U(v)| ≥ θ · deg(v). For any u ∈ U(v), let Sext(u) = S(u) \ S(v) denote the set488

of colors that are available (originally) to u but not to v. For sext(u) := |Sext(u)|, we have,489

sext(u) = deg(u)− deg(v) ≥ deg(u)− (1− θ) · deg(u) = θ · deg(u). (4)490
491

We say that a vertex u ∈ U(v) is good iff u is colored from Sext(u) by FirstStepColoring.492

Let ngood(v) denote the number of good neighbors of v. It is easy to see that |S1(v)| ≥493

deg1(v) + ngood(v) as colors of good vertices are not removed from S(v). Our goal is to lower494

bound ngood(v) then. Define the following two events:495

Eactive: For every vertex u ∈ V , the number of active neighbors of u, denoted by degactive(u),496

is between (pactive/2) · deg(u) and (2pactive) · deg(u).497

EUactive(v): The set U active(v) of active vertices in U(v) has size at least (pactive/2)·θ ·deg(v).498

By our Assumption 1 and a simple application of Chernoff bound, both event Eactive and499

EUactive(v) hold with high probability (recall the lower bound on size of U(v)) above. Note500

that both these events are only a function of the probability of activating each vertex and501

independent of choice of lists L. Hence, in the following we condition on these events (and502

all coins tosses for activation probabilities) and only consider the randomness with respect503

to choices in L.504

Let u1, . . . , uk for k := (pactive/2) · θ · deg(v) be the first k vertices in U active(v) according505

to the ordering of FirstStepColoring. Let R(ui) denote all the random choices that govern506

whether ui will be good or not. Note that by the time we process ui at most degactive(ui)507

colors from S(ui) may have been assigned to neighbors of ui. Even if all of these colors are508

adversarially chosen to be in Sext(ui), the number of colors that if chosen by ui make ui a509

good vertex is at least:510

sext(ui)− degactive(ui) ≥ θ · deg(ui)− (2pactive) · deg(ui) > (θ/2) · deg(ui).
(by Eq (4) and event Eactive, respectively and since pactive = Θ(ε2) < θ/4)

511

512

Even conditioned on everything else, this choice is only a function of c1(ui) chosen uniformly513

at random from S(ui). As such,514

P (ui is good | R(u1), . . . ,R(ui−1)) ≥ (θ/2) · deg(ui)
deg(ui) + 1 ≥ (θ/3).515

516

This implies that (i) E [ngood(v)] ≥ (θ/3) · k and (ii) the distribution of good vertices among517

first k vertices in U active(v) stochastically dominates the binomial distribution B(k, θ/3). By a518

basic concentration of binomial distributions (say by using Chernoff bound in Proposition 24):519

P (ngood(v) < (θ/6) · k) ≤ exp (−Θ(1) · θ · k) = exp
(
−Θ(1) · ε4 · logn

)
� n−10.

(by the choice of θ = Θ(ε), pactive = Θ(ε2), k, and Assumption 1)
520

521

As k = Θ(ε3 · deg(v)) and θ = Θ(ε), we obtain that w.h.p. ngood(v) ≥ Θ(ε4) · deg(v). J522

The following lemma has a similar proof as Lemma 16 and is postponed to the full version.523

I Lemma 17. W.h.p. for all v ∈ V large: |S1(v)| ≥ deg1(v) + α · ε4 · deg(v).524

Finally, the following lemma also has a relatively standard proof by-now and is postponed525

to the full version.526

I Lemma 18. Wh.p. for all v ∈ V sparse \ (V small ∪ V large): |S1(v)| ≥ deg1(v) +α · ε6 · deg(v).527

Lemma 15 now follows directly from Lemmas 16, Lemma 17 and 18 and a union bound.528
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Exploiting Excess Colors. For the second step, consider the following procedure:529

SecondStepColoring: A procedure for finishing the proper coloring of G[V sparse ∪ V uneven].
1. Iterate over uncolored vertices v ∈ V sparse ∪ V uneven in an arbitrary order and for each

vertex v, let N<(v) denote the neighbors of v that appear before v in this ordering plus
all neighbors of v that have been colored in the first step.

2. For each vertex v, if there exists a color in L(v) that is not used to color any vertex
u ∈ N<(v), color v with this color. Otherwise abort.

530

It is immediate that if SecondStepColoring does not abort, we find a proper coloring using531

the sampled colors in lists L. We can prove that abort happens with a small probability532

(the proof is postponed to the appendix).533

I Lemma 19. W.h.p. SecondStepColoring does not abort.534

Lemma 14 now follows from Lemmas 15 and 19 and a union bound.535

Step two. In the second part of the proof, we are left with the coloring of almost-cliques536

from the sampled lists after fixing the colors of remaining vertices. This is done by the537

following lemma. This lemma is a simple generalization of a result of [5] for (∆ + 1) coloring538

and the proof is via a simple “reduction” to the proof of the original lemma of [5].539

Recall the definition of an ε-almost-cliques K in Definition 10. For a vertex v ∈ K, we540

define out-deg(v) as the number of neighbors of v that are outside K. Note that by definition541

of ε-almost-cliques, out-deg(v) ≤ 9ε ·∆(K). We prove the following lemma in the full version.542

I Lemma 20. Let K be an ε-almost-clique in G according to Definition 10 for some543

sufficiently small ε > 0 and define ∆(K) := maxv∈K deg(v). Suppose for every vertex544

v ∈ K, we adversarially pick a set S(v) of size at most out-deg(v) ≤ 9ε ·∆(K) from colors545

{1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1}. If for every vertex v ∈ V , we sample a set L(v) of Θ(ε−1 · logn) colors546

independently from the set of colors {1, . . . ,deg(v) + 1}, then, with high probability, the547

induced subgraph G[K] can be properly colored from the lists L(v) \ S(v) for v ∈ C.548

Proof of Theorem 9 – Part 2. We fix a decomposition of the graphG according to Lemma 13549

for some sufficiently small absolute constant ε > 0 (taking ε = 10−4 would certainly suffice).550

Lemma 14 allows us to argue that with high probability, all vertices except for almost-cliques551

in the decomposition can be properly colored using the sampled lists. We fix such a coloring552

of those vertices. We then iterate over almost-cliques one by one, and invoke Lemma 20 to553

each almost-clique Ki by letting S(v) for every v ∈ Ki to be the set of colors used so far in554

this process for coloring neighbors of v outside this almost-clique. This allows us to color this555

almost-clique in a way that its coloring can be extended to the partial coloring computed556

so far (with high probability). Iterating over all almost-cliques this way and using a union557

bound finalizes the proof. J558

5 Sublinear Algorithms from Palette Sparsification559

In this section, we describe some applications of our palette sparsification theorems to560

sublinear algorithms following the work of [5]. In the following, we give the definition of each561

of the two models of streaming algorithms and sublinear-time algorithms formally, followed562

by the resulting algorithms from palette sparsification for each one separately.563
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Streaming Algorithms. In the streaming model, edges of the graph are presented one by564

one to an algorithm that can make one or a few passes over the input and use a limited565

memory to process the stream and has to output the answer at the end of the last pass. In566

this paper, we only consider single-pass streaming algorithms. We can obtain the following567

algorithms from Results 1, 2, and 3.568

I Corollary 21. There exists randomized single-pass streaming algorithms for finding each569

of the following colorings with high probability:570

a (1 + ε)∆ coloring of any general graph with Oε(n logn) space;571

an O( ∆
γ·ln ∆ ) coloring of any triangle-free graph with Õ(n ·∆2γ) space;572

a (1 + ε) deg-list coloring of any general graph with Oε(n · log2 n) space;573

a (deg +1) coloring of any general graph with O(n · log2 n) space.574

The streaming algorithms in Corollary 21 are basically as follows: we sample the colors575

in L at the beginning of the stream and throughout the stream whenever an edge (u, v) is576

presented, we check whether L(u) ∩ L(v) = ∅ or not; if not we store this edge explicitly.577

At this point, obtaining the first two algorithms in Corollary 21 from Results 1 and 2578

is straightforward (see also [5]). However, the results for the latter two parts does not579

immediately follow from the argument for other two (or the one in [5]). This is due to the580

fact that both (1 + ε) deg and (deg +1) problems are “local” problems with dependence on581

deg instead of ∆. We postpone the proof of this corollary to the full version of the paper.582

We conclude this part by noting that our results can be extended to dynamic streams where583

edges can be both inserted to and deleted from the stream by increasing the space of the584

algorithm with polylog(n) factors as was done in [5].585

Sublinear-Time Algorithms When designing sublinear-time algorithms, it is crucial to586

specify the data model as the algorithm cannot even read the entire input once. We assume587

the standard query model for sublinear-time algorithms on general graphs (see, e.g., [17,588

Chapter 10]). In this model, we have the following three types of queries (i) what is the589

degree of a vertex v; (ii) what is the i-th neighbor of a given vertex v; and (iii) whether590

a given pair of vertices (u, v) are neighbor to each other or not. We say an algorithm is591

non-adaptive if it asks all its queries in parallel in one go.592

We can obtain the following algorithms from Results 1, 2, and 3.593

I Corollary 22. There exists randomized non-adaptive sublinear-time algorithms for finding594

each of the following colorings with high probability:595

a (1 + ε)∆ coloring of any general graph in Õε(n3/2) time;596

an O( ∆
γ·ln ∆ ) coloring of any triangle-free graph in Õ(n3/2+2γ) time;597

a (1 + ε) deg-list coloring of any general graph in Õ(n3/2) time;598

a (deg +1) coloring of any general graph in Õ(n3/2) time.599

The sublinear-time algorithms in Corollary 22 are again based on finding the edges of the600

conflict-graph Econflict using Õ(min
{
n∆, n2/∆

}
) queries for the case of (1 + ε)∆ coloring and601

Õ(min
{
n∆, n2/∆1−2γ}) queries for triangle-free graphs. This can be done using the simple602

approach of [5] but as before that does not work for the last two parts. As such, in the full603

version of the paper, we give another simple way for finding edges of the conflict-graph using604

a small number of queries, and conclude the proof of Corollary 22.605
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A Probabilistic Tools685

We use the following standard probabilistic tools.686

I Proposition 23 (Lovász Local Lemma – symmetric form; cf. [3]). Let E1, . . . , En be n events687

such that each event Ei is mutually independent of all other events besides at most d, and688

P (Ei) ≤ p for all i ∈ [n]. If e · p · (d+ 1) ≤ 1 (where e = 2.71...), then P
(
∧ni=1Ei

)
> 0.689

I Proposition 24 (Chernoff-Hoeffding bound; cf. [3]). Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent690

random variables where each Xi ∈ [0, b]. Define X :=
∑n
i=1Xi. Then, for any t > 0,691

P
(
|X − E [X]| > t

)
≤ 2 · exp

(
− 2t2

n · b2

)
.692

693

Moreover, for any δ ∈ (0, 1),694

P
(
|X − E [X]| > δ · E [X]

)
≤ 2 · exp

(
−δ

2 · E [X]
3b

)
.695

696

A function f(x1, . . . , xn) is called c-Lipschitz iff changing any single xi can affect the697

value of f by at most c. Additionally, f is called r-certifiable iff whenever f(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ s,698

there exists at most r · s variables xi1 , . . . , xir·s so that knowing the values of these variables699

certifies f ≥ s.700

I Proposition 25 (Talagrand’s inequality; cf. [26]). Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent random701

variables and f(X1, . . . , Xn) be a c-Lipschitz function; then for any t ≥ 1,702

P (|f − E [f ]| > t) ≤ 2 exp
(
− t2

2c2 · n

)
.703

704

Moreover, if f is additionally r-certifiable, then for any b ≥ 1,705

P
(
|f − E [f ]| > b+ 30c

√
r · E [f ]

)
≤ 4 exp

(
− b2

8c2rE [f ]

)
.706

707

B Sublinear Algorithms from Graph Partitioning708

In this appendix, we deviate from our theme of palette sparsification and consider another709

technique for designing sublinear algorithms for graph coloring. A simple technique that710

lies at the core of various algorithms for graph coloring in different models is random graph711

partitioning (see, e.g. [27, 28, 19, 12, 7]). While the exact implementation of this technique712

varies significantly from one application to another, the basic idea is as follows: Partition713

the vertices of the graph G randomly into multiple parts V1, . . . , Vk, then color the induced714

subgraphs G[V1], . . . , G[Vk] separately using disjoint palettes of colors for each subgraph.715

The hope is that each subgraph G[Vi] has become “simpler enough” so that it can be colored716

“easily” with a “small” palette of colors.717

We apply the same basic idea in this section. To state our result, we need some definitions718

first. We say that a family G of graphs is hereditary iff for every G ∈ G, every induced719

subgraph of G also belongs to G, namely, G is closed under vertex deletions.720

I Definition 26. Let G be a hereditary family of graphs and ζ : N+ → N+ be a non-decreasing721

function. We say that G is ζ-colorable iff every graph G in G is ζ(∆)-colorable, where722

∆ := ∆(G) denotes the maximum degree of G.723
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# of Colors Graph Family Streaming Sublinear-Time

O( ∆
γ·ln ∆ ) Triangle-Free O(n∆2γ) space Õ(n3/2+2γ) time

O( ∆ ln ln ∆
γ·ln ∆ ) Kr-Free O(n∆2γ) space Õ(n3/2+Θ(γ)) time

O( ∆
γ ln ∆ · ln r) Locally r-Colorable O(n∆2γ) space Õ(n3/2+2γ) queries

O( ∆
γ ln lnn · ln r) Locally r-Colorable O(n∆2γ) space poly(n) time

O( ∆
ln (1/δ) ) δ-Sparse-Neighborhood O(n/δ) space Õ(n3/2 · poly(1/δ)) time

Table 2 A sample of our sublinear algorithms obtained as corollaries of Theorem 27. All the
streaming algorithms here are single-pass and all the sublinear-time algorithms are non-adaptive.

For instance, the family of all graphs is an ζ-colorable family for the function ζ(∆) = ∆+1,724

and triangle-free graphs are ζ-colorable for ζ(∆) = O( ∆
ln ∆ ).725

I Theorem 27. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (see Definition 26) and G(V,E) be726

an n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆ in G. For the parameters727

ε > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ ε2 ·∆
9 lnn , C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ

(
(1 + ε) · ∆

k

)
,728

suppose we partition V into k sets V1, . . . , Vk uniformly at random; then with high probability729

G can be C-colored by coloring each G[Vi] with a distinct palette of size C/k.730

The proof of this theorem is by simply showing that the maximum degree of each graph731

G[Vi] is sufficiently small, itself a simple application of Chernoff bound. As such, we postpone732

it to the full version of the paper.733

B.1 Sublinear Algorithms from Theorem 27734

As before, we only focus on streaming and query algorithms in this section. Table 2 contains735

a summary of our results in this part. In the following two algorithms, the parameters C736

and k are the same as in Theorem 27.737

Streaming Algorithms from Theorem 27. The algorithm is simply as follows:738

1. At the beginning, sample a random k-partitioning of the vertices into V1, . . . , Vk.
2. Throughout the stream, store any edge that belongs to one of the graphs G[Vi].
3. At the end, use the stored subgraphs to find a C-coloring of G by coloring each G[Vi]

with a distinct palette of size C/k.
739

Using this algorithm and Theorem 27, we obtain the following corollary (proven formally740

in the full version).741

I Corollary 28. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (Definition 26). There exists a742

randomized streaming algorithm that makes a single pass over any graph G from G with743
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maximum degree ∆, and for any setting of parameters:744

ε > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ ε2 ·∆
9 lnn , C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ

(
(1 + ε) · ∆

k

)
,745

with high probability computes a proper C-coloring of G using O(n · ∆
k ) space.746

Query Algorithms from Theorem 27. The algorithms is as follows:747

1. Sample a random k-partitioning of the vertices into V1, . . . , Vk.
2. Obtain the subgraphs G[V1], . . . , G[Vk] using the following procedure:

If ∆ > n/k, then non-adaptively query all pairs of vertices u, v where both u, v

belong to the same Vi (using pair queries);
Otherwise, non-adaptively query all neighbors of all vertices u (using neighbor
queries).

3. Find a C-coloring of G by coloring each G[Vi] with a distinct palette of size C/k (with
no further access to G).

748

Again, using this algorithm and Theorem 27, we obtain the following corollary (proven749

formally in the full version).750

I Corollary 29. Let G be a ζ-colorable family of graphs (Definition 26). There exists a751

randomized non-adaptive algorithm that given query access to any graph G from G with752

maximum degree ∆, for any setting of parameters:753

ε > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ ε2 ·∆
9 lnn , C := C(ε, k) = k · ζ

(
(1 + ε) · ∆

k

)
,754

with high probability computes a proper C-coloring of G using min
{
O(n∆) +O(n2/k)

}
755

queries.756

We conclude this section with some important remarks about Corollaries 28 and 29.757

I Remark 30 (Runtime of our algorithms). We did not state the runtime of our algorithms in758

this section and focused primarily on space and query complexity of algorithms, respectively.759

This is because in both cases, the runtime of the algorithm crucially depends on the runtime760

of the coloring algorithm for finding a ζ-coloring of each subgraph G[Vi] which is specific to761

the family G (and ζ) and thus not known a-priori.762

Nevertheless, for almost all our applications to specific families of graphs (with one763

exception), the runtime of the algorithms is also sublinear in the input size.764

B.2 Particular Implications of Theorem 27765

We now list the applications of Theorem 27 and Corollaries 28 and 29 to different families of766

“locally sparse” graphs that are colorable with much fewer than (∆ + 1) colors.767

Triangle-Free Graphs768

As stated earlier, triangle-free graphs admit an O( ∆
ln ∆ ) coloring. This was first proved by769

Johansson [21] by showing an upper bound of 9 ∆
ln ∆ on the chromatic number of these graphs5.770

5 This result of Johansson was never published – see [26, Chapter 13] for a lucid presentation of the
original proof.
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The leading constant was then improved to 4 by Pettie and Su [29] and very recently to771

1 + o(1) by Molloy [24] matching the result of Kim for graphs of girth 5 [23]. Moreover,772

Molloy’s result implies an Õ(n∆2) time algorithm for finding such a coloring.773

Note that triangle-free graphs form a hereditary family of graphs and aforementioned774

results imply that they are ζtri-free-colorable for ζtri-free(∆) = O( ∆
ln ∆ ). As such, Corollaries 28775

and 29 imply the following algorithms for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( ln ln ∆
ln ∆ ):776

Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass Õ(n1+γ) space algorithm for O( ∆
γ ln ∆ )777

coloring of triangle-free graphs. The post-processing time of this algorithm is Õ(n ·∆γ).778

Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive Õ(n3/2+γ)-query algorithm for O( ∆
γ ln ∆ )779

coloring of triangle-free graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also Õ(n3/2+2γ).780

Both results above are proved by picking ε = Θ(1) and k = Θ(∆1−γ), thus obtaining a781

C-coloring:782

C = C(ε, k) = k · ζtri-free
(

Θ(∆/k)
)

= O(k) · ∆/k
ln (∆/k) = O( ∆

ln ∆γ
) = O( ∆

γ ln ∆).783

784

Kr-Free Graphs785

For any fixed integer r ≥ 1, we refer to any graph that does not contain a copy of the Kr,786

namely, the clique on r vertices, as a Kr-free graph. Johansson proved that any Kr-free graph787

admits an O(∆ ln ln ∆
ln ∆ ) coloring [22] and gave an O(n · poly(∆)) time algorithm for finding788

it6. This result was very recently simplified (and extended to r beyond a fixed constant) by789

Molloy [24] (however the latter result does not imply an efficient algorithm).790

Similar to the case of triangle-free graphs, combining these results with Corollaries 28791

and 29 imply the following algorithms for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( ln ln ∆
ln ∆ ):792

Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass Õ(n1+γ) space algorithm for O(∆ ln ln ∆
γ ln ∆ )793

coloring of Kr-free graphs. The post-processing time of this algorithm is O(n1+Θ(γ)).794

Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive Õ(n3/2+γ)-query algorithm for O(∆ ln ln ∆
γ ln ∆ )795

coloring of Kr-free graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also O(n3/2+Θ(γ)).796

Graphs with r-Colorable Neighborhoods797

For any fixed integer r ≥ 1, we say that a graph G is locally r-colorable iff neighborhood of798

every vertex in G is r-colorable. Johansson also proved that r-colorable graphs admits an799

O( ∆
ln ∆ · ln r) coloring [22]; see [6] for a proof and also an algorithm that finds such a coloring800

in poly(n · 2∆) time (which uses, as a subroutine, a result of [9]).801

It is easy to see that locally r-colorable graphs also form a hereditary family. Consequently,802

as before, Corollaries 28 and 29 imply the following for any γ ∈ (0, 1/2) as small as Θ( ln ln ∆
ln ∆ ):803

Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass Õ(n1+γ) space algorithm for O( ∆
γ ln ∆ ·ln r)804

coloring of locally r-colorable graphs. The post-processing time of the algorithm is805

poly(n · 2∆γ ).806

Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive Õ(n3/2+γ)-query algorithm for O( ∆
γ ln ∆ ·ln r)807

coloring of locally r-colorable graphs. The runtime of this algorithm is also poly(n · 2∆γ ).808

6 This result of Johansson was also never published – see [6] for a streamlined version of this proof.
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Graphs with δ-Sparse Neighborhoods809

For any δ ∈ (0, 1), we say a graph G(V,E) has a δ-sparse neighborhood iff the total number of810

edges in the neighborhood of any vertex v (i.e., edges between neighbors of v) is at most δ ·∆2
811

(not to be confused with Definition 11 for ε-sparse vertices, albeit the two definitions are812

equivalent for ∆-regular graphs by setting δ = (1− ε2)). Alon, Krivelevich and Sudakov [2]813

proved that any graph G with maximum degree ∆ and δ-sparse neighborhood admits an814

O( ∆
log (1/δ) ) coloring and that this is tight for all admissible values of δ and ∆.815

We note that unlike all other families of graphs considered in this section, the family of816

sparse-neighborhood graphs is not a hereditary family. As such, we cannot readily apply817

Theorem 27 (and hence Corollaries 28 and 29). However, we can modify the proof of818

Theorem 27 slightly to apply to this case as well (see the full version).819

I Lemma 31. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), let G(V,E) be an n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆820

and δ-sparse neighborhoods. For the parameters821

1 ≤ k ≤ δ ·∆
9 · lnn, C := Θ( ∆

ln (1/δ) ),822

suppose we partition V into k sets V1, . . . , Vk uniformly at random; then with high probability823

G can be C-colored by coloring each G[Vi] with a distinct palette of size C/k.824

Similar to Corollaries 28 and 29, this in turn implies the following algorithms:825

Streaming Model: A randomized single-pass Õ(n/δ) space algorithm for O( ∆
ln (1/δ) )826

coloring of graphs with δ-sparse neighborhoods. The post-processing time is Õ(n ·827

poly(1/δ)).828

Query Model: A randomized non-adaptive Õ(n3/2/δ)-query algorithm for O( ∆
ln (1/δ) )829

coloring of graphs with δ-sparse neighborhoods. The runtime of the algorithm is Õ(n3/2 ·830

poly(1/δ))831
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